Abstract-In intelligent building applications, the awareness of built environment illumination filed representatively applies in intelligent lighting systems for providing decision and support. In fact, the dynamic analysis of the built environment can assist in the illumination field of security systems at the same time can also work as a new means of achieving safety precautions. In this paper, a simple interest in the built environment based on discrete data at the point of illumination perception of the built environment illumination field reconstruction method is proposed based on the fast reconstruction method CMAC neural network architecture space illumination field. Experimental results show that with the use of a typical area of interpolation, polynomial interpolation, inverse distance weighting interpolation method reconstructed building space illumination field compared to the use of constructed building space reconstruction method based on CMAC illumination field of architectural space illumination field high precision.
INTRODUCTION
Illumination is the built environment, one of the built environment parameters especially close attention to the construction of intelligent environments researchers [1] . Illumination is used to indicate the extent of the built environment as well as the strength of the surface area of illumination of the object to be illuminated for relating applications in intelligent buildings. Typically, it can realize the building lighting system of intelligent controlled by detecting the changes of building environmental illumination, by the favor of the energy while improving human settlements convenience and comfort of the environment [2~4] . At the same time, the security video monitoring system, through the environmental illumination detection in the building changes can be timely to fill the light to monitor the area [5, 6] , which is conducive to the normal operation of security video surveillance system.
Taking into account the use of illumination is the space objects represented by quantized illumination level, if we can describe carefully the degree of space lighted level by a certain time in the architectural space illumination field which the building space and illumination in the relevant events and situations judged by the changes in the building illumination field. The judge of the building space's events and situations relevant illumination based on event identification can provide new data for related application of the intelligent building and intelligent home[7~11].
Wireless sensor network can facilitate effective deployment location acquisition illumination sensors data by deploying the right amount of space in the building illumination sensor [12~15] .According to discrete illumination values at the point of interest for reconstructing the illumination field, which is a prerequisite to determine the changes in the building illumination field of building space for the relevant events and situations. Area interpolation, polynomial, inverse distance weighted interpolation methods are used to reconstruct illumination field by the discrete points of illumination value [16] . In order to reconstruct the illumination field quickly, this paper designs the space illumination field reconstruction using CMAC neural network method. Experimental results show that the method can reconstruct quickly and accurately the illumination field based on the discrete points of illumination value.
II. ILLUMINATION RECONSTRUCTED BASED ON CMAC NEURAL NETWORK
A. The topology structure of CMAC neural network CMAC network is a kind of simulating cerebellar function and neural network associative function (Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller, abbreviated CMAC ) within strong generalization ability; The output of the network only need to participate in the calculation amount of neurons and concept mapping layer, the actual mapping layer. The CMAC neural network use δ training algorithm which has fast convergence speed and is no local minimum point problem.
In intelligent building applications, we need to take into account the negative impact of the deployment of the sensor function of the building as well as minimizing the convenience sensor deployment that all illumination sensors may be deployed in the same plane. At this point, we can use projective geometry method to make an analysis the planar illumination field for achieving events and situation related to the building's illumination. The topological structure of the CMAC neural network reconstruction plane illumination field is showed in 
B. Realize illumination field reconstruction method based on CMAC neural network
The CMAC neural network is used to reconstruct the plane illumination field is divided into the training process of CMAC neural network and the use of the trained CMAC neural network calculation of plane anywhere in the illumination of the two sub processes. Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 give the form description of the two sub processes. Output: the illumination value of point (x, y) 1) (x, y) will be normalized (x', y');
2) (x, y) will be quantified for (x', y'), calculating the value of the storage unit;
3) use the net to calculated the illumination value l of (x', y'); 4) return l as the illumination value of (x, y).
Step7 of algorithm 1 needs to calculate value of CMAC neural network output. We can use the absolute error of TAE (Total Absolute Error) and root mean square error of RMSE (Root Mean Square Error). We can set up the output sequence as {z 1 ,z 2 ,…,z n } and the actual output sequence as { z 1 ' ,z 2 ' ,…,z n ' },which use the type (1) and type(2) to calculate the value of TAE and RMSE. Taking into account the rapid demand computing, computing root mean square error of the RMSE can be used for type (3) the provisions of MSE instead of the mean square error. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to test the validity of algorithm 1, 2 reconstruction of illumination in building space, experiments use glass to build a simple model of architectural space model within 1 meters long, 0.5 meters wide, 0.4 meters high, the bottom for the board and the possible moving around glass door; It gives the part of the glass full of shading treatment by using black foam sheet as the shading material. In the experiment, the illumination sensors complete 1 times per second acquisition interest point illumination tasks by arranging on nine points of interest model floor. To test the validity of reconstruct the illumination field of the model's bottom surface, experiments take illumination data acquisition at 5 points of interest as the sample data to train the CMAC neural network, the other 4 interest points illumination data as test data.
Firstly, the experiment uses the illumination sensors to collect the all interest points of 50 groups of illumination data and respectively uses polynomial interpolation, inverse distance weighted interpolation method, area interpolation of three kinds interpolation methods as well as algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 of the plane illumination field reconstruction method based on the bottom surface of the illumination field calculation model. Each illumination field reconstruction method of TAE and RMSE were calculated using the test data. Fig.2 gives four kinds of methods of 50 times reconstruction model bottom illumination field absolute error of TAE distribution histogram and TABLE Ⅰ gives the relevant descriptions. Obviously, whether it considers the minimum value, maximum value and mean of TAE or considers the variance of TAE, the illumination field reconstruction method has better performance based on CMAC neural network. Similarly, Fig.3 gives four kinds of methods of 50 times reconstruction model bottom illumination field root mean square error of RMSE distribution histogram and TABLEⅡ gives the relevant descriptions. Obviously, whether it considers the minimum value, maximum value and mean of RMSE or considers the variance of RMSE, the illumination field reconstruction method has better performance based on CMAC neural network. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Illumination is one of the most important environment parameters in buildings. On the one hand, it can provide decision support for intelligent illumination system by perceiving the single or multiple discrete positions' illumination data in environment of building; on the other hand, it can be used as a kind of the new security means. This paper studies the method of reconstruction of building environmental illumination field based on discrete points of interest the perception of simple construction environment and puts forward a fast reconstruction method of architectural space illumination field based on CMAC neural network. Experiments show the architectural space illumination field reconstruction method has a high precision based on CMAC neural network.
The reconstruction method of CMAC neural network architecture space illumination field based on CMAC neural network is trained by the δ algorithm. In order to promote the use of building space illumination field reconstruction method of architectural space illumination precision based on CMAC neural network which the learning method need further study in future. At the same time, we need to pay attention to design the security system based on illumination field's monitoring and analysis which combine with the security specific needs.
